CACI Medical Contingency Operations Support

Delivering needed medical supplies and equipment ... anywhere, anytime

For over a decade, CACI has provided specialized support to the Military Health System (MHS). Through our Medical Logistics and information technology expertise, we have developed a significant, best-of-breed Medical Contingency Operations Support capability for military and humanitarian relief operations worldwide. Our broad support encompasses analyzing and providing medical supply and equipment planning for all Air Force combat and support forces; sustaining the support center of the Defense Logistics Agency that provides a wide range of medical supplies and equipment to U.S. Armed Forces medical teams and supports humanitarian relief efforts; tracking, sustaining and distributing medical equipment for patient aeromedical evacuation (A/E); and maintaining deployment-ready and fully outfitted medical treatment facilities that are strategically pre-positioned for use by medical units providing combat medicine.
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EVER VIGILANT
CACI Medical Contingency Operations Support: Highlights

- Since 2002, CACI has supported major military operations, international humanitarian efforts, and multiple national disaster relief efforts, and deployed medical assemblages for ten major DoD exercises
- Pre-positioned assemblages and vaccines are maintained at 30 CACI staffed sites across the continental United States and in the Pacific with an additional 70 locations maintained by CACI travel teams
- CACI manages all information management/information technology and communications assets that are components of medical assemblages, including the hardware and software used to facilitate the transfer of medical information throughout theater operations
- CACI maintains and resupplies the Aeromedical Evacuation system’s In-Flight Medical Kits and Critical Care Air Transport Team medical materiel used by Active, Air Force Reserve, and Air National Guard units

CACI’s Medical Contingency Operations Support uses our extensive capabilities in logistics and information technology to advance support of military operations under a variety of programs that include:

Expeditionary Contingency Medical Materiel (ECMM) Support
CACI’s ECMM support entails identifying and communicating medical manpower, equipment requirements and provisioning for all Air Force medical units supporting combat and support operations. We deliver a wide range of contingency medical logistics support. This support includes building and sustaining deployable medical assemblages – from backpacks to fully equipped large hospitals – across the globe; fulfilling urgent medical requirements in combat zones; providing reach back support for deployed medical units; and augmenting national medical logistics support to humanitarian and disaster relief efforts.

Defense Supply Center Philadelphia (DSCP) Technical and Functional Readiness Support
DSCP provides the U.S. Armed Forces with food, clothing, textiles, medicines, medical equipment, and construction materials, as well as supports humanitarian and disaster relief operations. CACI provides technical and functional support to DSCP to assess the readiness of the medical community and develop tools to assist in the identification of appropriate DSCP roles in meeting the medical readiness needs of the Services. CACI also assists DSCP in forming and fostering partnerships with other federal agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Patient Movement Item Program (PMI)
CACI supports the Air Force’s PMI program, which is designed to sustain patient care during patient movement and aeromedical evacuation – without removing equipment from the patients to assure uninterrupted treatment. The program tracks medical equipment as it accompanies patients from the battlefield to receiving hospitals in order to rapidly reconstitute and recycle PMI for reuse.

Army Pre-positioned Stock (APS)
CACI manages the APS program in Charleston, South Carolina and San Antonio, Texas for the United States Army Medical Materiel Agency ships afloat program. Under APS, we provide medical supplies and equipment from war reserve stocks capable of supporting a combat force of over 3,000. The APS program’s primary mission is to reduce the initial amount of transport needed to sustain the movement of materiel from the U.S. to overseas operational theaters.
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